
How many approved strings
should be required for a
Translation Contributor to get a
polyglots badge?

Should
Polyglots
badges
expire?

Response Other Text Comments Response Comments

One string No

More than ten strings Yes

More than ten strings When is a contributor a contributor? No I think it is better for quality ;)

More than ten strings
To have a badge, you have to work constantly, not
seldom. Yes

Ten strings Yes

Ten strings Yes

thousends Yes

Ten strings

If the person translates 10 strings, gets the badge and
then never translates again, will the badge remain in
place? Yes

Since WordPress is an ongoing project, it seems only fair that
the person continues contributing.

Ten strings No

Ten strings Yes

Ten strings No

More than ten strings

translate.wp.org has a lot of projects, therefore it's
really easy to get over a dozen translation suggestions
going. My vote is 25 accepted string for a badge. Yes

Badges should not expire, but users should be able to get a
new badge to their collection each year. This way, previous
work is glorified, but there's an incentive to continue working
and one can judge if a contributor is in a legacy hall of fame or
currently ivolved in the project.

One string

I think that making contribution is a bit deal and not
everyone does that. We should greet any little step in
into community. No

I'd say this should be for life, as Olympics medal - once you've
done contribution community should welcome that and show
that this person added value for community.

More than ten strings 25' strings or more Yes

More than 100

There are some strings harder to translate than
others, very short strings, etc I think increasing the
number can leverage this No

More than ten strings

I've seen random drive-bys where users have
translated 10 or fewer strings, and never to be seen
again. Yes Otherwise it's just too easy!

Five strings

Awarding initiative is important, so the number
shouldn't be too high. But it should be more than one
to avoid drive-by box-ticking. No

Props in WordPress Core don't expire. Once you've
contributed code to WordPress, you always have that. I think
the same should apply to contributing a translation.

One string No

Ten strings Yes

by active meaning that the contributor has translated strings
currently used by wordpress. obsolete translations and
removed strings should count against this

Ten strings No

One string No

Ten strings No

One string No

One string No



Ten strings

For languages with many active translators, it's not
super easy to get 10 approved translations. If the
badges have an expiration date, 10 sounds like a
good amount. Yes

I think letting the badge expire after one year is fair (3 release
cycles), especially if the threshold for earning the badge is not
very high.

Ten strings
Urge people to continue contributions with an early
reward No

No. Or at least after a year of inactivity, which it will show up
again with one approved string

More than ten strings No

Ten strings No

More than ten strings No

Ten strings Yes
Whenever the Translation Contributor has under 10 strings
approved in the current projects.

More than ten
strings. More than
one
session/release/batc
h

We have contributors in acknowledgement, that may
have liftet a lot in the past, but haven't been involved
in the community for years. And others that have
contributed a lot in recent releases, but don't get
acknowledgement yet, because others have translated
more in the past. Yes

Active contributor have contributed within two years. Expiration
is after two. Or maybe five years. Maybe we could think about
having a "Hall of fame" or "Former rockstars" section in the
bottom of the acknowledgement page.

More than ten strings Yes

More than ten strings Yes
If translator has not been active for 3 major releases, remove
the badge.

Gold, silver, etc
badges

Gold for someone who translated more than a half of
the strings, silver for 100 and other for more than 10
strings. No

50 Yes You must have been an active contributor the last 12 months.

30

It is a bit of effort to get going, but whilst you at it, do at
least a couple to show, as a contributor, you are into it.
To translate 30 strings to get a badge is still easier to
get than any of the other badges. Yes

I think 24 months is reasonable. If you sign up to the project it
makes sense to continue being an active 'team member'.
Otherwise some locales might end up with loads of people
'badged' but not much activity in the actual translating process.

Ten strings

There are people out there who just spot a typo. I want
to make them recurrent translators and with this very
low barrier, they have to collect at least 10
translations, which is easily achieved and if just
approved translations count this will guarantee well
made translations (instead of of just one "copy from
original" for an Plugin-URL for example). Yes

I think we should have two sets of badges (maybe the
grayscale version from the badges above). Inactive
contributors get the grayscale version, but they do not lose the
badge. Active contributors could be all translation
contributors/editors who suggested or approved/rejected at
least one string in the last core version. Or better: in all still
supported core versions (three versions back, I think). This
should reflect the real situation for most of the locales.

6 strings

Quite some projects only have 6 strings (readme files).
I'd say that completely translating one of those would
suffice to get a badge. Yes

An active contributor is someone who has successfully
translated at least X strings in the last 6 months. This should
allow everyone to keep their badge valid, since there (usually)
are two WordPress Core releases every six months, yet
motivates to contribute regularly.

Ten strings No

One string
Everyone who contributes to the translations of
WordPress should be rewarded. No

One string

Hard to say. If it is about *encouraging* people to
contribute, give them a badge from their first
contribution. If it is about showing merits, provide
badges to those, who at least contributed to two major
releases. No

Just sounds silly to provide a badge and take it away after
some time.

Ten strings No

More than ten strings
It motivates more strings to translate and be
consistent in translations No

More than ten strings No



More than ten strings No

One string No

Ten strings Yes
If the stings are no longer in the current versions they should
expire.

More than ten strings Yes

Ten strings Create an incentive to merely fixing one sole typo No

Ten strings No

100

Ten is probably very easy. 100 strings keeps
translators challenged enough to continue
contributing. Yes

Here is what I think: 6 months of inactivity (that is, no
translations contributed) will expire the badge. 10 new
approved translations earn the badge back. Similarly for
badges for Translation Editors: Gain a badge on reviewing 500
strings (approvals/rejections/new translations). It expires with 6
months of inactivity. And, reviewing 100 strings
(approvals/rejecections/new translations) earn the editor badge
back.

100

We should make sure that badges are awarded to
people who have actually spent at least a certain
amount of time translating. Yes

An active contributor would be one that has participated in
translations in the last couple of years.

Ten strings
One string is not enough, there are some users which
only translate URLs etc. to test GlotPress. Yes 10 strings in the last year.

50

Translations need commitment. Less than 20 would
be too few to warrant a badge. More than 100 is a bit
high up as a challenge. 100 seems fair: both
interested enough in translating, and easy to grasp. No

As long as their translation is used, they should have the
badge. Now, if their contribution is lost/reworded, that's another
issue...

More than ten strings No

Ten strings No

More than ten strings No

More than ten strings Yes Active in X number of last releases.

Ten strings No

More than ten strings Yes after a year

One string
Thanks for your contribution, every contribution counts
:) Yes

Once a translation contributor has not had a translation
included in the past 3 current releases I think the badge should
be removed. I don't think Translation Editors badges should
expire though (Maybe after 3 years of nothing active, not really
sure on this one or what the actual figure should be)


